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Author’s response to reviews:

RESPONSE TO REVIEWERS’ AND EDITOR'S COMMENTS

I greatly appreciate the reviewers' and editor's comments. The comments were instrumental in improving the readability of the manuscript. All comments have been addressed point by point, and appear in a cleaned re-submission as follows:

REVIEWERS' COMMENTS
You should have your manuscript reviewed by someone who is fluent in English.

Response: Someone who is fluent in English reviewed the manuscript. The corrections appear between page 1 and 29. For a quick reference of those corrections, also see the version- TRACKS CHANGES re-submission.

EDITOR'S COMMENTS

Please, take another moment and read through your manuscript. I have noted a few areas for minor corrections:

Line 123 dash between full-time
Response: A dash has been added between full and time. See line 123, page 7.

Line 367 comma after antibiotic
Response: A comma has been added after antibiotic. See line 365, page 20.

Line 368 comma after silverex
Response: A comma has been added after silverex. See line 365, page 20.
Line 369 could you confirm that you mean sandwich there?

Response: The word sandwich has been deleted. The word gauze appears to represent the use of word sandwich in this context. See line 366, page 20 or line 460 page 21 in tracks changes re-submission.

Line 369 delete comma after gauze and add the comma after the sandwich

Response: The comma has been deleted after the gauze, but the sandwich has been deleted per previous response. See line 366, page 20.

Line 453 comma after swabs

Response: The comma has been added after swabs. See line 452, page 25.

Line 454 delete second period after infection.

Response: The second period after the infection has been deleted. See line 453, page 25

Line 489 add dash low-income

Response: The dash has been added between low and income. See line 489, page 25.